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Abstract: In this study, an all-fiber ±3-order orbital angular momentum (OAM) mode generator
with ∼90% conversion efficiency is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. By using a
helical long-period fiber grating (HLPFG) inscribed by an oxyhydrogen-flame, the fundamental
mode (LP01) of the six-mode fiber (6MF) can be effectively converted into the OAM±3 mode
without the need for polarization control. This is the first demonstration of the all-fiber ±3-order
OAM mode generator by an oxyhydrogen-flame-induced HLPFG approach as far as we know. In
addition, the broadband tunability of the ±3-order OAM mode generator within 1520–1630 nm
is demonstrated just by changing the pitch of the helical grating. We believe that the proposed
tunable ±3-order OAM mode generator can offer a new alternative for high-order OAM mode
generation.

© 2021 Optica Publishing Group under the terms of the Optica Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Orbital angular momentum (OAM) beams, also known as optical vortices, are characterized
by a helica phase front of exp (ilφ), where φ and l are the azimuthal angle and the topological
charge, respectively. Due to the unique helical phase structure, the OAM modes have gained
substantial attention [1,2] and have been widely used in many fields, such as optical tweezing [3],
optical manipulation [4], nanoscale microscopy [5], quantum optical telecommunications [6],
optical fiber communication [7,8]. Up till the present moment, many efforts have been devoted
to generate OAM modes, and plenty of schemes have been reported. Where the free-space
OAM modes generation technique is one of the most common methods, such as phase plates [9],
q-plates [10], spatial light modulators [11], silicon-integrating devices [12], etc. However, since
the OAM mode in free space is not the fiber’s eigenmodes [13], the OAM beams achieved with
the above-mentioned free-space schemes in the fiber-based communication system may suffer
from low mode purity. In comparison, this problem can be easily overcome by the all-fiber OAM
mode generator, which possesses advantages of compact size, cost-effectiveness, high conversion
efficiency, and inherent compatibility with fiber systems [14–21]. Fu et al. and Zhang et al. have
successfully generated the first-order OAM modes in a HLPFG written by hydrogen-oxygen
flame [18,19]. However, the potential of OAM modes to increase the capacity of fiber optical
communication systems is owning to that the multiplexing multiple OAM modes can provide an
additional spatial dimension to scale higher data rates. Therefore, optical devices can generate
high-order OAM modes are necessary.

In recent years, a lot of schemes, e.g., cascading two long-period fiber gratings (LPFGs) [17],
a strong modulated LPFG [15], and a HLPFG [14] have been proposed to overcome the coupling
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issue between the fundamental mode and the second-azimuthal-order mode to generate the
second-order OAM modes. In 2018, the fifth- and sixth-order cladding OAM modes generator
based on a twisted photonic crystal fiber were demonstrated [20]. He et al. reported the OAM±3
mode generator based on an asymmetric long-period fiber grating (AS-LPFG) fabricated by
multicycle scanning ablation with increased power [16]. Most recently, an approach enabling
the simultaneous generation of the second- and the third-order OAM modes has been proposed
and demonstrated [22]. Despite all this, developing the high-order OAM mode generator in an
all-fiber system remains a pressing problem.

In this work, a high-efficiency fabrication scheme for all-fiber ±3-order OAM mode generator is
proposed and experimentally demonstrated based on HLPFG written in a 6MF. The oxyhydrogen-
flame setup is adopted to fabricate the HLPFG, and the fundamental mode (LP01) of the 6MF
can be effectively converted into the OAM±3 modes with ∼90% conversion efficiency without
the need for polarization control. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration
of the all-fiber ±3-order OAM mode generator based on oxyhydrogen-flame-induce HLPFG.
Besides, the broadband tunability of the ±3-order OAM mode generator within 1520-1630 nm is
demonstrated just by changing the pitch of the HLPFG. The proposed method not only possesses
high conversion efficiency, but also provides a new approach for exciting high-order OAM modes
in HLPFGs, which may find some applications in the field of optical communications.

2. Principle and fabrication of the HLPFG

Based on the mode perturbation and mode-coupling theory, in HLPFG, the mode coupling
between the fundamental mode and higher-order OAM modes needs to follow the phase matching
condition of a grating and conservation of angular momentum [23]. Due to the imperfection of
the fabrication, the higher-order harmonic terms of the azimuthal distribution of refractive index
modulation are considered. Thus, the phase matching condition and conservation of angular
momentum can be expressed as [14]:

nN = nF − m · λ/Λ0 (1)

JN = JF + m · σ (2)

where nF and nN are the effective refractive index of LP01 and the high-order LPij mode,
respectively. m represents the order of harmonic term, and the value of which determines the
topological charge number of excited OAM mode in HLPFGs. λ is the resonant wavelength. JF
and JN are the total angular momentum (TAM) of the two corresponding modes, respectively,
which are the sums of the orbital momentum and the spin momentum of the corresponding modes,
respectively. σ represents the helicity of the single HLPFG, i.e., σ = 1, and -1 represents the
left-and right-hand helicity, respectively. According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the excited Nth mode is
then an OAM mode with a topological charge number of m · σ. We can design the period Λ of
the c-HLPFG to achieve mode conversion between LP01 and high-order LPij mode.

The optical fiber used in this work is six-mode fiber with a step-index profile, the core and
cladding diameters of which are 16 and 125 µm, respectively. The supported fiber core mode
profiles are obtained based on a finite-element method, as shown in Figs. 1(a1)-(a6). The effective
indices of the modes LP01 - LP12 for 6MF in terms of the different wavelengths are calculated
and shown in Fig. 1(b). According to the phase matching condition of a grating and conservation
of angular momentum (Eqs. (1) and (2)), the relationship between the pitches and the resonant
wavelengths of the HLPFG are also calculated and shown in Fig. 1(c). The OAM-1, OAM-2, and
OAM-3 modes can be obtained in the HLPFG with a certain pitch.

Figure 2 shows the fabrication experimental setup of the HLPFGs. After removing the
coating, one end of the 6MF is fixed by a dual-arm fiber holder, and the other end is installed
along the central axis of the rotation motor (Model QS-M42, Singapore). Simultaneously, the
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Fig. 1. (a1)-(a6) The 6MF supports LP modes: LP01, LP02, LP11, LP21, LP31, LP12 modes,
(b) the mode dispersion curves. (c) Calculated grating pitches are required for the resonant
couplings between the fundamental mode (LP01) and high-order mode (LPij).

dual-arm fiber holder and rotation motor are fixed on two same translation stages, respectively. A
hydrogen-oxygen flame is produced by a hydrogen generator (Model TH-500, China) to heat the
fiber to its melting point.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the fabricated HLPFGs by employing a hydrogen-oxygen
flame.

A hydrogen-oxygen flame is used to heat the 6MF, and a rotation motor with a speed of Ω is
employed to twist the softened fiber, that the HLPFGs can be fabricated. It should be pointed
out that while writing the grating, the fiber is translated by the two translation stages with the
different velocities of V1 and V2 (V2>V1) simultaneously. Because of the difference between
V1 and V2, certain longitudinal stress will be induced and applied to the fiber, the efficiency
and quality of the fabricated HLPFGs can be improved. For an HLPFG, the period Λ is jointly
determined by the velocity V2 of the translation stage 2 and the rotational speed Ω of the rotator,
which can be described as

Λ = V2 · 60/Ω (3)
The length of the HLPFG is

L = V2 · T (4)
where T represents the heating time of the optical fiber by the hydrogen-oxygen flame. The motor’s
rotational direction directly determines the direction of the induced periodic helical structures in
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the grating. Hence, the HLPFG can be produced by clockwise- and counterclockwise-twisted
processes denoted as c-HLPFG and cc-HLPFG, respectively.

To measure the actual structure of the HLPFG achieved, we fabricate a c-HLPFG with the
preparation system based on hydrogen-oxygen flame. The fabrication parameters are set as
following: the rotation speedΩ is 169 rpm, and the velocities of V1 and V2 are 1.50 and 1.60 mm/s,
respectively. The heating time is set as 60 s. Correspondingly, the period Λ and grating length
L are 568.0 µm and 96 mm, respectively. A computer-controlled precision cleaving system is
employed to cut the grating to the optimal length (about 27.6 mm). The transmission spectrum of
the obtained grating can be measured with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, Model AQ6370C)
and an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) broadband light source with a wavelength ranging
from 1250 to 1650 nm. The recorded transmission spectrum is shown in Fig. 3(a). A notch with
a rejection depth of more than 10 dB and a 3 dB bandwidth of ∼20.2 nm are successfully obtained
at the wavelength of 1576.4 nm. The polarization-dependent loss (PDL) near the resonant
wavelength of the fabricated c-HLPFG is measured (about 17.3 dB) and shown in Fig. 3(b),
which may be caused by asymmetric refractive index modulation during the fabrication process.

Fig. 3. (a) The transmission spectrum and (b) the PDL curve of the c-HLPFG’s sample
with a grating pitch of 568.0 µm. (c) The SEM along fiber axis direction and (d) SEM
across-section of this sample.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) are the scanning electron microscope (SEM) of the HLPFG along
fiber axis direction and grating cross-section, respectively. It can be observed that there is no
mechanical deformation on the surface of the grating, which is consistent with the result reported
in Ref. [24]. This is mainly due to the large heating area and uniform heating temperature of
the hydrogen-oxygen flame heating technique. The fiber diameter is decreased from 125 to 117
µm, mainly resulting from the pre-set velocity difference between the two translation stages
(V2 − V1 = 0.1 mm/s).

At the same time, it is well known that topological charge transitions occur in systems with
spatially perturbed refractive index distribution, where the perturbation has a helical character,
as reported in Ref. [25]. The mechanism of the mode conversion to each other with different
azimuthal numbers has been clarified in detail based on the theoretical model of the fiber with
circular birefringence induced by torsional mechanical stress [25], which has been verified
experimentally in Ref. [26]. Therefore, the HLPFG inscribed in 6MF has the potential to excite
the high-order OAM mode.
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3. Experimental results and discussions

In the experiment, we investigate the relationship between the period Λ of the c-HLPFG and
its resonant dip. In HLPFG based on 6MF, the LP01 mode can convert into any higher-order
core mode by adjusting the grating parameters appropriately. According to the relationship
between the pitch and the resonant wavelength of the HLPFG shown in Fig. 1(c), five c-HLPFG
samples (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5) with the same number of grating periods (i.e., 49 grating periods)
are fabricated by employing the twist rate of 166, 167, 168, 169, and 172 rpm, respectively. The
obtained transmission spectra of these samples are depicted in Fig. 4(a). Each of the obtained five
gratings has corresponding resonant dips (i.e., Dip 1, Dip 2, Dip 3, Dip 4, and Dip 5) with a more
than −9 dB coupling strength, The resonant dips of five c-HLPFGs with the periods of 578.3,
574.9, 571.4, 568.0, 558.1 µm are 1528.2, 1540.6, 1562.8, 1576.4, 1623.05 nm, respectively. The
insertion losses are about 0.2 dB. Figure 4(b) indicates that the resonant dip of the c-HLPFGs
in the 6MF decreases vs. the period increases. According to the relationship between grating
pitches required for resonant coupling of the fundamental mode (LP01) and higher-order mode
(LPij), the c-HLPFGs with a desired wavelength resonant dip can be realized by changing the
grating pitch of the fiber in the experiment.

Fig. 4. (a) Transmission spectra of five c-HLPFG samples (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5) with different
grating pitches of 578.3, 574.9, 571.4 568.0, 558.1 µm, respectively, and (b) illustrates the
measured resonant dips of the c-HLPFGs versus grating pitch.

The c-HLPFG (S6) and cc-HLPFG (S7) with the same period of 571.4 µm and opposite
directions are fabricated. The corresponding transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 5. The
direction of c-HLPFG and cc-HLPFG does not show any remarkable influence on resonant
wavelength. The difference in the coupling strength mainly results from the different lengths of
the two gratings.

Fig. 5. Transmission spectra of the c-HLPFG and the cc-HLPFG sample (i.e., S6 and S7)
with the same grating pitch of 571.4 µm.

To verify that the excited mode in the fabricated HLPFGs is OAM±3 mode. The experimental
setup illustrated in Fig. 6 is employed to detect the converted modes and characterize the OAM
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modes. A tunable laser (Agilent, 81940A) with a wavelength range from 1520 to 1630 nm is
used as the source. The incident light from the tunable laser is split into two arms with a 3-dB
coupler. One is directed into the fabricated c-HLPFG/cc-HLPFG and then collimated through
the beam splitter (BS) by using an objective lens (lens1, 20x). The other is propagated into an
attenuator through polarization controller (PC), and then collimated into the BS through the other
lens (lens2, 20x) as a reference beam to produce the interference fringes at the imaging plane
of the CCD (Electro physics Corp, Model 7290A). The PC and the attenuator are employed to
adjust the visibility of the resulting interference fringes.

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for detecting the converted modes
and characterize the OAM modes.

When the wavelength of tunable laser is locked at the resonant dip of the c-HLPFG samples
(S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5), respectively, the experimental measurements for the mode intensity
distributions and interference patterns are shown in Fig. 7. The clockwise spiral interference
patterns are observed successfully at the corresponding resonant dips (1528.2, 1540.6, 1562.8
1576.4, 1623.05 nm), respectively, which means that the c-HLPFG inscribed in 6MF can excit
-3-order OAM. Consequently, the converted OAM mode could be tuned within a wide wavelength
range from 1520 to 1630 nm by merely changing the grating pitch of the helical gratings.

Fig. 7. (a11)-(a51) are intensity profiles, and (a12)-(a52) are the interference patterns for
the generated OAM modes with five c-HLPFG samples at different resonant dips of 1528.2,
1540.6, 1562.8, 1576.4, 1623.05 nm, respectively.

As shown in Figs. 8(a62) and 8(a72), the clockwise and anticlockwise spiral interference patterns
for OAM−3 and OAM+3 modes are successfully observed, which corresponding to the c-HLPFG
and the cc-HLPFG samples (i.e., S6 and S7) at resonant dips of 1562.2 and 1563.1 nm with the
same grating pitch of 571.4 µm. The above results indicate that the modes excited in HLPFG are
the OAM±3 modes in our experiment. However, it can be seen from Figs. 7(a11)−7(a51), 8(a61),
and 8(a71) that the center of the measured mode intensity distribution of the c-HLPFG/cc-HLPFG
is not a black ring, indicating that there is still Gaussian light in the center, which may be caused
by the insufficient modulation of the effective refractive index. This can be improved by adjusting
the preparation parameters.
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Fig. 8. (a61) and (a71) are the intensity profiles of the OAM±3 modes generated by
c-HLPFG and cc-HLPFG samples, respectively, at a resonant dip near 1562 nm. (a62) and
(a72) correspond to the interference patterns of c-HLPFG and cc-HLPFG, respectively.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we demonstrated an all-fiber high-order OAM mode generator based on a
HLPFG inscribed by oxyhydrogen-flame. The ±3-order OAM modes are excited in the
HLPFGs with a conversion efficiency of 90%, which is the first demonstration of the ±3-order
OAM mode generator by oxyhydrogen-flame-induce HLPFG scheme as far as we know. The
experimental results show that the±3-order OAM modes can be obtained within the wavelength of
1520–1630 nm just by changing the pitch of the HLPFG. Therefore, the proposed tunable ±3-order
OAM mode generator could offer a new alternative for high-order OAM mode generation.
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